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Yaringa in Harmony
Our unique marina & boat servicing precinct 45 minutes from Melbourne CBD
The right mix - a tranquil bush setting with the convenience of modern marina facilities
Happy blend - appreciating the natural environment while pursuing boating activities
Healthy balance - exciting growth & development retaining a personal & friendly atmosphere
Ideal location - between protected Marine Park & rich recreational fishing grounds

NEW RELEASE OF MARINA PENS
Good news for boat-owners on waiting list.
The next stage of berthing rearrangement and marina expansion enables us to offer a limited
number of pens to owners of
small, medium or large boats.
The pens are being progressively
released as available from July
2004 -2005.

To Register for a berth at Yaringa ring Sheryl at the marina
office (03) 5977 4154.
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DISCOVER the UNDERWATER MAGIC of WESTERNPORT
“Victoria’s new system of Marine Parks offers unlimited opportunities for us all to learn
more about this stunning underwater world. Westernport Bay is a biological treasure trove.
Largely concealed from view behind a shoreline veil of marshland and mangroves, its waters
contain expansive intertidal mudflats, meadows of seagrass,
deep channels and rocky reefs. Yaringa Marine Park has an
abundance of marine life including crustaceans and molluscs. Juvenile fish find protection in the park while adult
fish and sharks gorge themselves on the small animals that
live in the mud and seagrass beds. When the tide rolls out,
the extensive mudflats provide a wealth of food for waterbirds to feast on. The tides are the key to understanding
Westernport’s marine life. The waters ebb & flow exposes
shallow mudflats and creates deep channels that function as
rich feeding grounds.
The serene waters of YARINGA MARINE NATIONAL PARK (located adjacent to, and taking its name from YARINGA BOAT HARBOUR) preserve the connection between mangroves and mudflats that is so important for
roosting waterbirds. On calm days snorkelling
and diving among the seagrass meadows and
reefs of Westernport will reveal a myriad of
crustaceans, fish and other marine species. Be
on the lookout for the Pot-bellied Seahorse and
Weedy Seadragon, Victoria’s marine emblem.”
Source: Westernport Marine Parks published by PARKS
VICTORIA. Available free at YARINGA Information Centre .

Yaringa Marina provides ready boating access both to the Marine Park for site seeing to its
north, and to the rich fishing grounds approaching Watsons Inlet to its south. The colourful
underwater splendour of Westernport rivals the popular Popes Eye in Port Phillip and is
sometimes compared to the spectacular underwater delights of northern Queensland (without
the tropical warmth of course but certainly a bit closer to home!!!)
MANAGEMENT PLAN: YARINGA MARINE NATIONAL PARK
Have your say as Parks Victoria prepares a management plan for this area so vital to the ecosystem as breeding
grounds as habitat for fish & crustaceans and as roosting and foraging habitat for waders & waterbirds.
Call 13 1963 for more information or Visit Parks Vic website www.parkweb.vic.gov.au

COPIES OF THE FULL YARINGA MAGAZINE 2004-5 ISSUE
ARE FREELY AVAILABLE.
Contact the Yaringa Information Centre or Marina Office (at 1 Lumeah Road Somerville)
OR ring 5977 4154 TO RECEIVE A FREE COPY IN THE MAIL.
Additionally, you can download a copy from our Website: www.yaringa.com.au
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INTRODUCING MANERA

anodes last year at our old marina. Dave was all primed
and ready to do it and had even arranged a week off work.
However, my lift out was cancelled, at very short notice
Hi! My name is Manera. I’m a 42-foot Swanson (the one with no apologies given. So much for bookings!
with the red mast) and after spending most of my life in
Sydney Harbour and Moreton Bay, my new owners While being up in a cradle in the yard my owners have
brought me back to Westernport to live. The day we left gotten to know a few local identities at Yaringa. Glenda
was really relieved when Kojak lent her an extension hanRussel Island is still
dle for the roller, to apply my antifoul. He also gave David
indelibly etched in
some tips on buffing up my hull. Glenda’s really quite
everyone’s mind fond of Kojak, probably because she used to have a cat by
September 11th ‘01.
the same name. She’s even got a picture of him on her
boat – that’s Kojak the cat of course. Dave and Glenda
My new owners are
have now learned quite a few more staff names. They didpretty keen to go
n’t bother at their other marina because the staff changed
cruising, which is
over so regularly.
great, because I’ve
previously comSince being up in a cradle we’ve observed just how
pleted 2 pacific
friendly Yaringa is towards visiting boat owners. So far
cruises, as well as
we’ve seen the guys helping people who ‘think’ they
travelling up and
might be sinking, or really have sprung a leak and supplydown the eastern
ing fuel to visitors when their own marina has run out. It’s
coast of Australia on
great to finally see a staff who have a knowledge of boats
numerous occasions
and happy to give assistance, because after all, that’s what
for my previous
boating is all about!
owners.
I’m still
pretty well known
Frank’s been pretty good too. He let my owners put in
along the eastern
some extra buffers around my pen, just in case Glenda
coastline and I plan
brings me in a little too quickly and goes crunch again. At
to take my new owners back up there in a few years time. No doubt I’ll be my last marina the manager forced them to remove my
docking wheel; but then I suspect she didn’t like them too
able to reminisce with old friends.
much, because they had the audacity to write a reference
By the way, my new owners are David & Glenda. Dave’s for someone in dispute with the marina. It was after this
the big guy with the beard, and if you haven’t met him the manager started playing musical pens with me. But
yet you’ll no doubt have heard him around the marina thankfully Dave and Mabel stood up for me and refused to
because he’s pretty loud. Glenda’s the one with the curly move me into a pen, which could cause me damage.
head of hair, so you can tell them apart quite easily. Dave and Glenda are continuing to do a nice job updating
Back in our old marina they answered to several names: and refitting some of my interior since moving to Yaringa.
Dave & Mabel, the tartlet from the Martlet and Madam
Manera. (Oh yes, they owned Martlet before me) I rather
like the name Madam Manera; it has a nice ring to it.
Glenda & David are quite chuffed with themselves since
moving up to Yaringa and quite like it here. They were
delighted to receive a letter of welcome when we arrived,
especially since the only letters they got at our old marina
kept insisting I be moved into a pen too shallow for me.
A couple of others told them my pen had been booked
out to another boat for the next 12 months. The nerve of
it! I hope Frank & Stefan won’t book my pen out, especially with me still in it.
They like Sheryl in the office, because she’s always so
cheerful and only too willing to be of assistance. The
staff at that other marina didn’t do a lot of smiling. I feel
more relaxed here at Yaringa too. The guys working in
the yard all seem very competent and they were very gentle in placing me into a cradle for my recent routine maintenance. I didn’t get my expected antifoul and change of

They recently fitted a new log and depth sounder whilst I
was out of the water. I suspect Glenda’s not too keen to
let David run me aground again. Glenda’s given my jarrah timber in the saloon a couple of coats of estapol and
painted out several lockers. Now if only David can get
that new BPS switchboard installed!
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I reckon Glenda and David are feeling quite at home here
at Yaringa too, because some of the yard staff and their
friends Chris, Bob, Normie, Isi and Jo and Tony from
Nanja have also moved up to Yaringa. It’s even rumoured there’s a few more following their lead. In fact
they’ve met quite a few familiar faces from their old marina. Maybe they didn’t like the rules there either.
Talking about rules,
Glenda and David could
never work out them out at
the old marina. Perhaps
that was because there
were so many and they
kept changing and to further complicate matters,
some rules only applied to
certain people.
There
aren’t too many rules up
here at Yaringa to remember, and strangely enough
the few there are, all seem
to make sense. Stefan is
happy for clients to socialize around the marina and
he doesn’t tell you who
you can and can’t talk to.
There’s only one Yaringa rule Glenda and Dave weren’t
too keen on and that was ‘no dogs’. So I guess it’s
rather timely that Rusty, their red heeler, has retired from
sailing now. Previously he always logged on to Westernport Safety Council as ‘Rusty the wonder dog’ before going out for a sail.
Unfortunately age and arthritis has
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finally caught up with Rusty and last year he developed a
type of vertigo (idiopathic geriatric vestibular syndrome).
Now he has permanent list to starboard and this doesn’t
make for comfortable sailing! Can you imagine what
feeling seasick all the time must be like? Poor Rusty!
Well, all went well when I was placed back in the water
after my fortnight out in a cradle. Dave wasn’t one bit
nervous about me being put
back in the water. He peacefully slept through it at home,
unlike Kevin from Busy Girl
who was hovering in the day
berth anxiously waiting for me
to vacate my cradle. Boy he
was really keen. He was waiting for Frank and Stefan to
turn up for work at 6.30 am!
I was really impressed with the
reception back into my pen,
given to me by 50-60 welcome
swallows. They were impatiently flittering about on board
a nearby boat, awaiting my return. I’m not sure how long it
took Stefan or Frank to catch
them all and bundle them into
Chum’s deckhouse. They sure made a bit of a mess in
the short time they were in there, so I’m glad Glenda took
it upon herself to give them their freedom. Still it was a
nice touch, guys. Yes, I think we are all going to like
here it at Yaringa.
Madam Manera

Family winter waterfront
dining by a cosy log fire at

Yaringa Boathouse
Restaurant
As summer approaches, the
ambience changes from
fireside warmth to balcony
al fresco for lunch. Dine in
air-conditioned comfort on
those warm evenings
overlooking the peaceful
floodlit marina.
Fully Licensed
RESERVATIONS STRONGLY
RECOMMENDED
Phone Bernard

5977 3735
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EXCITING FISHING ACTION AT YARINGA—2004

Dave Cussan and his Dad have been
keen Yaringa fishermen for years. Their
tinny is a familiar sight just off our channel. Dad & Dave rarely return without a
good catch, like this snapper.

Passionate fisherman and Yaringa
staff member Dale O’Connor caught
this elephant shark while fishing after
work with fellow staffer, Dave Saly.

Keen fisherman Steve Gorman lives at Yaringa
aboard his yacht ‘Stormin’. He & brother Andrew
also have a runabout “Old Blue” in dry storage.
Recently, while Andrew slept-in, Steve landed a
13lb snapper at the last red marker off Yaringa.

Albert Bunce joined Yaringa Fishing Club
when Leo Menghi formed it in 1997. He now
fishes with Committee members Doug & Kris
Emery and was stoked to land a 7 giller.
(More pictures of this fish in strip below)

Steve McCabe & his companion took this 22 lb snapper
off Lysaghts. He sometimes catches 15-16 lb fish at
night. Steve prefers to keep his boat at Yaringa rather
than other marinas he has tried at St Kilda & Hastings .

Passionate Yaringa fisherman Clem Hyde
had engine problems this season. A great
photo album of catches like this 2 metre
shark keep his spirits up til next season.
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LOOKING GOOD!
More Harbour Improvements
underway at Yaringa
Close on the heels of recent marina improvements
including reconstruction of the Northern wing and
increased Day-berth facilities, with modernised
power and water connections to berths, new walkway lighting, new fingers to some berths, a convenient mid way ramp from the extended car park
(mind the steep angle at zero tides) comes the exciting news that long awaited approvals for further de- Meeting demand for Berths
velopments have recently been granted.
The berthing rearrangement & expansion program pro-

A Real Power Boost

vides immediate availability of a limited number of
berths for small, medium and large boats. These will be
progressively released as stages of the project are completed in 2004/5. We should then have sufficient additional pens to cater for all boats on the waiting lists and
meet requests for berths in summer.

For years Yaringa has been at the tail end of an outdated
inadequate power supply and constant applications for
an upgrade have been refused. Earlier this year there
was a breakthrough and the authorities agreed to boost
supply to the front gate (including 3-phase). Costs to
Yaringa are considerable but we are now extending this Other projects Underway:
boosted power supply to the entire Harbour complex: • Extra Undercover Dry Storage
berths, work areas, contractors and retailers.
• Construction of a large Multi-purpose and Multi-user
shed in the Servicing Precinct
Real Fresh Water—at long last
• Up-grade of office & tea-rooms for the increasing
Remember the all-too-familiar road story? Despite pursuing
numbers of marina staff
every angle for our access road to be sealed, the only way to
get it done was to make it ourselves. Cost savings were huge! • Additional serviced Hard-stand Berths & storage containers for members
So too with mains water. After 18 years of formal appli•
Improvements for car parking
cations and requests at every level of bureaucracy, a
•
Electronic Security Access System for enhanced
campaign over the last 2 years has been rewarded. We
security & convenience (with fully refundable
now expect to get approval to undertake connection to a
proximity card deposit)
mains supply, again at significant cost savings.
• Dry Storage tracks upgrade
Berth Rearrangement & Expansion
• Channel maintenance & improvement
Approval to undertake marina extension has allowed an • Reinstatement & enlargement of breakwater
initial stage of excavation work to proceed before win- • Terracing for waterfront ‘Biergarten’
ter. We apologise for temporary inconvenience to members and are pleased that reinstatement was swift and In the pipe-line
effective. Additional road work between the office and • Improved Yacht Club Facilities
• More car parking, asphalting & road-sealing
works area will take place in the spring.
• Upgrading of Marina entrance
Maintenance Dredging
• Installation of Channel Marker lights
Approval to carry out maintenance dredging in the Yar- • Provision of light-food kiosk on terrace
inga Channel & Marina has at long last been granted.
(expressions of interest to set-up & run kiosk can be
This will be undertaken when a dredge is available.
made to Frank or Stefan)

Extensions & Refurbishment of Amenities
Block voted Improvement of the Year for 2003.
Feed back from members and visitors on the
amenities upgrade including extra showers, toilets
and change rooms, has been overwhelming. The
all-new fittings, furnishings, tiling & painting have
lifted the marina. Special thanks to Frank Heffernan, Tim the Tiler, Kevin the Painter, Jimmy the
Concreter, and our own Neville, Huck & Tarj.

BOOK IN NOW
FOR SLIPPING

5977 4154
Full low-cost
service includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Pressure wash
Check shaft
Check prop
Replace anodes
Prepare hull
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Yaringa Fishing Club 2004 Yaringa Comps & Results

There are now two sections of the comps since the biggest overall boat catches were abolished on environmental grounds some
time ago. Competitors are only allowed to fish one day on each
comp weekend. The first section is an overall points tally for
Great fishing off Yaringa and a
consistent variety of species caught over the season. One point is
high level of participation in the
awarded for each allowable species of reg size fish caught on
comps over 12 weekends from
each comp day. The second is for the heaviest fish of each speby
October to April were highlights DAVID PROSSER cies weighed in on comp days over the season.
of yet another successful season
Note: Some members only fished one day; others fished every
for our club. Typically the big snapper were never
comp. Weigh-ins are restricted to specific times so some memcaught on comp days so weights in the heaviest fish
bers don’t wait around to weigh in a catch..
of each species are down a bit from usual. However
with a new system of scoring in the comps this sea- Section 1 results in numerical
son more members than ever will receive trophies order of points:
24 Points : Rod Kozak– 1st
and awards at presentation night.
18 Points: Kris Emery– 2nd
The weather was much more kindly this year and we 16 points: Doug Emery– 3rd
were able to fish most comp weekends. While some 11 points: Steve Gorman;
Dave Emery
members headed way out to target fish, others
stayed within a couple of kilometres of Yaringa and 7 points: Rob Stokie
6 points: Kevin Walker
caught fish every time.
5 points: Max Amos;
Dave Prosser
Special thanks go to Yaringa Fishing Club Secretary
3
points:
Justin
Parish
Kris Emery, for her tireless contribution and hard
2
points:
Martin
Solomon;
work. Kris and husband Doug are the real organisers
G Smith; Jim Stokie
of comps, social functions, membership processes
and club notices. Thanks also to members who 1 point: Graham Doyle;
helped out with weigh-ins and of course to the marina staff for their continuing support and efforts. On Section 2 results in
alphabetical order of species:
behalf of all members I warmly acknowledge and
Elephant: Rod Kozak
2.95 kilos
thank Phil & Merrilyn Wasnig of Reel Adventure
Flathead: Rob Stokie
850 grams
Fishing Charters, Yaringa Boat Sales and YarGummy: Kevin Walker 5.32 kilos
inga Chandlery for sponsoring the fishing club and
Mullet: Rod Kozak
100 grams
again providing the trophies for the fishing comps.
Salmon: Rob Stokie
560 grams
Snapper: Rob Stokie
1.45 kilos
Please come along to our pre-season 2004/5 genTrevally: Justin Parish 520 grams
eral meeting . Drinks provided. All fishos welWhiting: Dave Prosser 500 grams
come!
Dave Prosser Congratulations to everyone who entered!

President’s Report
2004

To all Cruiser and Keelboat owners at Yaringa, in other Marinas or Yacht Clubs & on swing-moorings.
Yaringa Boat Harbour offers the largest boat servicing precinct in Victoria. You can work on your boat or avail yourself of
the expert range of professional on-site contractors at Yaringa Boat Services. Prices are the most reasonable in Australia.
Yaringa is popular for slipping professional trawlers, ferries and all sized recreational fishing, cruising & sailing vessels.

Have you slipped this year?
See Sheryl in the Marina Office to register for a slip when a
cradle becomes available or call (03) 5977 4154 for a quote.

Marina Staff will pressure wash and anti-foul your
hull, check and replace your anodes for as little as
$195* plus materials, all of which are available onsite at Yaringa Chandlery & Boat Sales
* Costs vary according to the size of your boat

Ring for an estimate - 5977 4154
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TO ALL TRAILER BOAT OWNERS: VERY IMPORTANT REMINDERS
1. Trailer Boat Launch & Retrieval Service
At Yaringa we offer a fast efficient service. To help achieve this it’s best if owners stay clear of walkway &
launching ramp when we retrieve, for safety & proficiency. Lining up boats on rollers is most effectively done
from the tractor seat which gives a direct line of vision. Holding or moving boats can hinder rather than help.
For efficient launching ALL trailers should have a manual winch. Electric winches should be removed as they
will be damaged by the tractor winch cable. Winch straps deteriorate and snap. Use good quality cable. The
harbour takes no responsibility if winch straps or cables break. Turnbuckles are a menace on slipways due to
the changing angle of the boat. All fittings & connections
on winch cables and safety chains should be:
• Stainless steel
• Sturdy and preferably clip-on type
• Sized correctly for size of eye fitting on bow of boat
• Simple and easy to attach and undo
As day berths are at a premium on busy weekends boats
may be retrieved unless specific instructions are left at the
office (not with tractor drivers) Ask for your request to be
written down by Sheryl or an office person.

2. Boat and Trailer Dry Storage
At Yaringa we offer the largest dry storage on trailers
in the Southern Hemisphere, if not the world.
To make it work efficiently we need your help in the
following areas:
• TRAILER WHEELS: We cannot launch your boat
without regularly maintained wheel bearings and
properly inflated tyres. This is your responsibility. If
we cannot move your trailer we will attempt to contact
you and if necessary authorise a contractor to attend
to your bearings and tyres at your expense.
• SAFETY CHAINS: You must fix one from boat to
trailer and one to your trailer for towing. Stainless steel clip-on connections should be attached to the boat
safety chain which needs a minimum of 150 mm of slack. If you want our contractors to do it TELL US!
• WINCHES: Take off your electric winch and store it safely at home! We only need a basic hand winch
to nip up your boat after our heavy duty winches have done the retrieval and to minimise movement when
towing in the yard (and avoiding small dents in the gel coat if the bow roller has fallen apart).
• JOCKEY WHEELS: We do not take responsibility for jockey wheels of any type but can suggest a
cheaper, more suitable & longer lasting alternative. A simple length of 50 mm gal pipe with a sole plate installed at your preferred angle for drainage. Make your own or call Kojak at Kojak’s Boatshed 5977 3027
and he’ll make & fit a stand to suit your trailer. (Cost is around $30-$35 for materials & labour.)
• BRAKES: Best take your brakes home & store them away for road use. Kojak can take them off for you.
• COUPLINGS: Must be 50 mm, click down NOT screw or lever type and greased twice a year min.
• LOOSE & DANGLY BITS: Electrical connections and leads, light boards, awnings, fenders, loose mudguards or numberplates are unnecessarily at risk so please take them home and put them with your jockey
wheels and brakes. The marina takes no responsibility for loose or dangly items nor for outboard legs, centre plates or rudders that are not raised and 100% secured for retrieving and towing to & from dry storage.
•

Your boat is meant to be trailable at all times and your trailer must be kept in good
running order. Trailers do wear out over time but this ‘fair wear & tear’ can be reduced by preventative maintenance. DIYS or contact Kojak’s Boatshed 5977 3027.
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Stefan’s Column
Important Issues for all Members

1. Channel Navigation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. Mooring Buoy.
•
•
•
•

The Yaringa Mooring Buoy is for anyone to use
It is located on the Boundary of the Marine Park
Do not fish or clean fish whilst moored at buoy
You will be fined if caught fishing or littering

3. Marine Parks.
•
•
•

If you fish be aware of exact boundaries of parks
Vigilant officials patrol boundaries most days
You will be fined if fishing inside a marine park

4. Pollution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provision of fuel is purely as a service to members
The costs of providing this service are very high
Our small quantities are not discounted by Shell
Service stations are subsidised-marinas are not!

6. Fuel Payment Options.
•
•
•
•

Receipted cash or cheque payments on the day
Registered authorised credit card deduction
Payments in advance as with E Tag/tollways
Monthly service fees charged on all invoiced fuel

7. Day Berths.
•
•
•
•

Holding capacity again increased for this summer
However ‘staying in’ isn’t feasible at peak times
Far seaward berths only are available overnight
Keep office informed of boat movement intentions

8. Breakwater.
•
•

Breakwater on south side removed for expansion
Protection from southerly wave action underway

•
•
•

Boat owners are responsible for ensuring lines are:
• Strong enough to withstand extreme winds & high tides or
more to the point, both conditions
• 25 mm diameter is safest but 20mm is an
absolute minimum
• Tied-off to tyres only at seaward end of fingers

12. Berth Rental Increase from 1st August 2004 New
Rate Cards available at Marina Office or mailed out by request
to Sheryl.
• There has been no increase for the past two years
• There has only been one increase in the last 5 years
• This year’s increase reflects steep rises in operating costs

•
•

•

eg leases, insurance, power and wages, along
with high add-on costs of employing additional staff
The increase will barely cover these extra running expenses and inflation. It won't cover marina improvements
which come from borrowings
The most attractive option for payment of berthing fees is
up-front at heavily discounted annual rate
Members can be reassured that other marina fees remain
significantly higher than Yaringa (15-50% depending on
boat size and extraneous charges) and all other marinas
have had recent increases
In keeping with past practice, annual payments in advance
will be accepted at the current rates up until 31st July.
New rate cards available at the office.

13. Staff Re-structure for Summer 2004
•
•
•
•

Frank Gray assumes a General Manager role with broader
responsibility for policy & development.
Rob Kelly becomes senior Operations Manager, responsible for day to day marina management
Dale O’Connor teams up with Rob as Operations Manager
on Sundays, Mondays & Tuesdays.
Huck takes on more responsibility for slipping and hardstanding (and driving any future travel lift!)

14. Available to rent (contact Sheryl for rates)

•
•
Regular maintenance dredging approval received
•
Work to proceed as suitable equipment available
•
Interim measures underway to clear silt from creeks
•

9. Dredging.

The current Key access system will convert to a fully electronic card system when we install new cables to increase
power to walkways.
This will also incorporate some telephone lines to berths
for Members (if interested contact the office)
Electronic cards will be available upon payment of a fully
refundable deposit of $50 per card.

11. Mooring lines – a serious safety issue.

Don’t drop or leave stuff on walkways or car parks
Cleanaway bins now service both sides of Harbour
Hardstanding areas to be kept clean-use local tip!
Oil, battery & recyclable disposal available on-site
Avoid using noisy tools before 8am or after 6pm
•
Sundays are traditionally noise-free days at Yaringa
Keep your choice of music to yourself - low volume

5. Fuel.
•
•
•
•

10. Security System.

Generally try to keep to the right where possible
•
Passing of boats: port to port (opposite to road rule)
No overtaking is permissible in Yaringa Channel
Remember deep draft vessels to stay mid-channel •
Never moor or anchor in the middle of any channel
Keep speed below 5 Kms (or less if wake is visible) •
Our channel takes at least 12 minutes to navigate

Commercial premises/office/showrooms at marina
Storage container for personal gear/belongings
Shared storage for rubber ducky
Undercover dry storage (surcharge applies)
Shed space for large boat restoration or refits
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SEN 1116 Sports Entertainment Network Presents the

Recreational Boating & Fishing Show
Early on Saturday morning across Melbourne suburbs, Mornington & Bellarine Peninsulas, and Country Victoria, thousands of boating enthusiasts, mainly those with an interest in fishing, tune in to the familiar voice of Glenn Knight on AM radio station SEN 1116. Many wake up early for fishing reports including tide, weather & bait information along with tips on what fish are biting and where. Others simply enjoy listening to Glenn and his team talk about a range of recreational boating & fishing issues from
5 am to 8 am every Saturday.
Yaringa Boat Harbour became a sponsor of Glenn’s show after Alice, Yaringa’s Information Officer, introduced
him to Yaringa earlier this year. From
time to time Yaringa owner Stefan and
General Manager Frank climb out of
bed around 4 am to appear on the show.
Glenn promotes all aspects of life at the
marina including the restaurant, Phil’s
fishing charters, hire boats for fishing,
marina pens, dry boat storage and the
various retailers & contractors who
make up the on-site team at Yaringa
Boat Services.
Glenn Knight’s long running radio show
has captured an even greater following
since Rex Hunt discontinued his fishing
show on 3AW leaving the SEN Recreational Boating & Fishing Show as the
only radio show of its type in
Victoria. Glenn has been in radio since
leaving school 35 years ago including
long periods as a radio presenter at 3MP, 3UZ and of course 3AK prior to SEN 1116.

‘The Fishing Shack’
Television series filmed on location at Yaringa Boat Harbour
Five episodes of this half hour television show produced by Colin Parrot of Powerpact for Evergreen
Television were recently filmed at Yaringa and screened over 5 consecutive weeks in the prime time slot
of 7.30 pm Thursdays, and repeated at 11.30 am Saturdays, on Channel 31 in Melbourne and Channel
10 in Country Victoria. Hosted by Glenn Knight in his first foray into television, the series featured
interviews with Yaringa’s famous shipwright Ossie Whittley, Contractor Bob Clow, Retailers Merrilyn
& Phil Wasnig, Owner Stefan Borzecki, General Manager Frank Gray, and Yaringa Boat Owners Kevin
Walker, Jeffrey Hone and Peter Bourke.
Program segments included information on tidal impact and marine ecology by marine scientist Dr Vyt
Garneys, filmed in Yaringa’s mangrove and seagrass areas; fishing aboard Reel Adventure with Phil
Wasnig; demonstrations of how to prepare, cook and serve seafood by Roy Palmer at the Yaringa BBQ
and many other interesting features. Each show commenced with a typical Yaringa Sunrise and finished
with sunsets and restaurant scenes.
Those who saw the series commented on how well Yaringa came up on the telly! Stefan can feel proud.
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Yaringa Yacht Racing & Other Snippets

“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that
you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe harbour. Catch the trade winds in your sails.
Explore. Dream. Discover." -- Mark Twain

A Fishy Marine Park
Story
(courtesy Len Sedawie,
slightly adapted by editor)

“A couple are enjoying a holiday
on Westernport bay. The husband
likes to fish at dawn. The wife likes
to read. One day the husband returns after chasing the snapper on
an early morning tide, and decides
to take a nap. Although not familiar with the Bay, the wife decides to
take the boat out,. She motors
across the bay, anchors and begins
to read her book.
[

Along comes a Parks Victoria official in his patrol boat. He pulls
alongside and says”G-day, what
are you doing?” “Reading a book.”
she replies (Isn’t that obvious?” she
is thinking….). “You’re in a Marine Park madam and no fishing is
allowed here,” he informs her. “I’m
sorry, but I’m not fishing, I’m
reading.” “Yes but you have all the
equipment. I’ll have to book you
anyway.” “If you do that I’ll have
to charge you with sexual assault,”
says the woman. “But I haven’t
even touched you,” says the official.
“That’s true,” she replied, “but you
have all the equipment.”

Race Fever

(With Apologies to John Masefield)
I must go down to the bay again, to the expanse of mud and sky,
And all I ask is a fast yacht and a GPS to steer her by,
And the tiller’s pull and the wind’s shriek and the white sails a’shaking,
And the grey sheen on the crew’s face, with their nerve a’breaking.
I must go down to the bay again, to heed the running tide
Is an urgent call and a clear call that access will be denied;
And all I ask is a windy day with the white clouds flying,
And the flying spray and the surging waves and the crew a’crying.
I must go down to the bay again, to escape the trying life,
Which, like the gull’s way, cuts like a whetted knife;
And all I ask is BBQ banter, from a laughing fellow-rover,
And a deep sleep when the long race is over.
I must go down to the sea again, of that there is no doubt.
But as we’re at Yaringa – is the tide in or out?
(Courtesy Allan Coxson & Elisabeth Stevenson)

MORAL: Never argue with a woman
who reads: she can probably think
as well!!!

A Fishy Boat Ramp Story

(courtesy Ossie Osborne Knairy Too)

“Over the summer at Hastings boat ramp on Westernport Bay, some eager fishermen new to boating were having a problem. No matter how hard they tried, they couldn’t get their brand new 6.5 metre cabin cruiser going
properly. It was very sluggish in every manoeuvre, no matter how much power was applied. After about an
hour of trying to make it go, they putted around the corner to a nearby marina, thinking someone there could
tell them what was wrong.
A thorough topside check revealed everything in perfect working condition. The engine ran fine, the leg went
up and down and the prop was the correct size & pitch. A fascinated bystander volunteered to jump in the water to check right underneath. He came up choking on water from laughing so hard. Under the boat … still
strapped securely in place … was the boat trailer.”
Editor’s note: Dry boat storage at a marina with professional launch & retrieval starts to sound pretty good!
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Yaringa Yachting News

Unlikely Convert to Sailing
Yaringa identity and power boat enthusiast
Kojak of ‘Kojak’s Boatshed’ was recently
caught ‘cross dressing’ on camera down at
Gippsland Lakes.
Obviously long tempted
to give sailing a try
while consistently bagging all yachts and
yachties at Yaringa (“too
many ropes and wires”),
Tony Saliba, or as he’s
affectionately known
‘Kojak’, is as ‘stinkboat’ oriented and
‘petrol headed’ as anyone at Yaringa Boat Harbour.

Yachty

However, popular Yaringa YachtClub member,
sailing instrucKojak & Sheryl try ‘taking it easy’
tor, boat licence
tester and local
yacht
racing
personality
Joan
Monk,
skipper
of
‘Take it Easy’
lured
Kojak
an d
Sh er yl
away from the marina down to the privacy of the Lakes
for a few days of learning the ropes on her Nolex 25.
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Yaringa Yachties Team up to Deliver
- and one bucket does all!
When Allan Coxson and Elizabeth Stevenson recently sold
their Compass 29 Britannia 11, new owner Oliver put out
a request for a crew to deliver her safely to Sydney.
Responding to the call, Yaringa Yacht Club members
Neville Hard off Mandu, Cecilia Stewart off Valhalla and
Joe Tarantino off Azzura took on the mission-and all the
challenges, frustrations and enjoyment that went with it!
Departing Yaringa at midnight they approached the San
Remo Bridge with some trepidation about mast clearance
but made it to Refuge in 19 hours taking a break at this delightful spot on beautiful Wilsons Promontory.
On the leg to Eden leaking diesel tainted the drinking water, necessitating dishes to be washed in salt water. But far
worse was to come with a serious Head blockage, unfixable
by Ship’s Plumber Nev until buying parts at Eden. Imaginative alternatives without a toilet for several days were
limited by there being no suitable containers on board other
than the dishwashing bucket! However the ever-resourceful
Joe, Cecilia and Neville put necessity ahead of pride and
privacy to make the one-and-only bucket on board service
all requirements! Talk about an exercise in bonding! Some
shore leave at Eden allowed the crew to put all that behind
them (so to speak). Cecilia even showed another side of her
resilience and skill at the Eden Fishing Club when she lost
her balance on the stairway. Tumbling down the stairs she
managed to keep her glass horizontal & didn’t spill a drop!

Britannia 11 enters Sydney Harbour

Joan Monk shows how it’s done on
‘Take it Easy’. Her pupil is uneasy!

With engine playing up the mysterious diesel leak finally
drained the fuel tank abeam with Ulladulla. After refuelling
and bleeding, the engine decided to give up, so a tow into
Ulladulla for repairs was needed. Oliver drove from Sydney
to cheer up his hapless crew with a welcome big night out.
Hitting a fierce front not long after leaving port forced them
back to shelter. When it passed the crew still battled a twometre swell for the next 24 hours. Muscleman Joe heroically bore the lion’s share of handling a raging quarterly
sea off the starboard bow before the engine finally threw a
hissy fit and they were towed into Jervis Bay for an engine
re-build. Oliver drove down again to assess the situation
While Sheryl actually enjoyed the experience Kojak did taking the crew back to Sydney for a good feed and comfortable night’s sleep before putting them on a Melbourne
not like ‘leaning to’ at all finding it most ‘uneasy’!
Predictably he will stick strictly to his Bertram and his bound plane. Britannia 11 finished her last leg a few weeks
collection of other power boat toys in future as Yaringa’s later without the intrepid Yaringa trio, who certainly gave it
their very best shot!
self-declared, permanently ‘retired yachty’.
Next time they’ll take TWO buckets!
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YARINGA YACHT CLUB NEWS

STOP PRESS!

Around the Hatches with John Turnbull

1. START BOAT & CREW –Urgently required
for our next Summer Series (see below)
2. SPECIAL MEETING—All Club members &
interested yachties Monday 30th August 7 pm

2004 Winter series off to a flying start

The 2004 winter series commenced with a fleet of
around 30 keel boats, multi-hulls and trailer-sailers comBob Clow to retire from Yaringa Yacht Racing
peting in the first race of the series. In fresh sou-westerly
to westerly winds gusting to 25 knots the fleet had a fast After nearly a decade of voluntary service to Yaringa yacht
and competitive race completing two laps of the course. racing as official summer and winter yacht race starter,
referee and handicapper Bob Clow, and the trusty Lady
The multi-hulls were spectacular with spray flying as Irene & Crew, are bowing out from official duties. At the
they raced around the course at speeds exceeding 15 end of the 2004 Winter Series Bob hands over the reigns.
knots. George Bulka in his trimaran RED SHIFT looked So NOW is the time to put your hand up if you are preparticularly impressive with a rooster tail streaming from pared to share in any of these important duties. Please see
the stern of his boat. It was good to see the trailer-sailers Bob, call John Turnbull on 9782 2927 or let Sheryl in the
handling challenging conditions in the hands of compe- office know if you are able to help out. We need:
tent skippers & crew.
• A suitable start/committee boat with skipper
The sausage sizzle held after the race was well attended
with much discussion on the race highlights. Barbecue
functions and presentation nights are an integral part
of the ethos at Yaringa and everyone is welcome.
Garry Cleary (Wind Dancer) and Bill Fairley (Martini)
crewed with Steve Coulton on Coranto. Garry has sold
his boat and is now the proud owner of a Roberts 30 currently berthed at Kettering in Tasmania. Jeff Hone raced
single-handed in Keelhaul - a Roberts 30 in the keelboat
division. An outstanding effort Jeffrey! Some boats have
changed hands recently and it is good to see the new
owners racing their boats in a Yaringa series.
Thanks on behalf of racing members to the Yaringa staff
for always managing to get boats into the water on time
and retrieved again after each race. Sheryl is unflappable
in the office and the support of management & staff is
greatly appreciated by all Yaringa Yacht Club members.

2003 Winter Series Results
Trailer Sailers

Keelboats

First

Geoff Peplar
‘Vectis’

First

Steve Coulton
‘Coranto’

Second

Gary Cleary
‘Wind Dancer’

Second

Geoff Cope
‘Nirvana’

Col Hammond
‘Freycinet’

Third

Third

Tony Downey
‘Tir Na Nog’

•
•
•

Crew of at least four, to stage races & record results
A couple to process times; record & publish results
Radio operators for Yaringa Info centre on race days

Since formation of the yacht
club and the introduction of
Summer and Winter racing
Bob has logged performances, calculated handicaps
and with his crew aboard
‘Lady Irene’ given sterling
service in starting the fleet,
recording finishes and sign
offs, calculating results and
posting them on the Internet
for all to see. Our sincere
thanks to Bob and his crew
who have endured endless
hours of duty on race days in
all types of weather. It has
been a marathon effort by this team. Now the challenge is
out for a new team to step up. Perhaps amongst Yaringa
yacht members someone not wanting to race is interested
in helping to stage the races. But first & foremost

we need a start boat. Can you help???
Special Meeting
Monday 30 August at 7 pm in the Restaurant
(Wine & Cheese, Tea & Coffee provided)
With Bob Clow stepping down after this series and
John Turnbull won’t be far behind, it’s time to revamp
the committee and involve more yachties.

2003/2004 Summer Series Results
Trailer Sailers

Keelboats

First

Gary Cleary
‘Wind Dancer’

First

Steve Coulton
‘Coranto’

Second

Geoff Peplar
‘Vectis’

Second

Garry Stewart
‘Valhalla’

Third

Kenton Lillecrap
‘Justo Plus’

Third

Barry McFarlane
Shiraz’

At this meeting we will be seeking a Commodore, Race
Coordinator, Social Secretary & General Committee to
take Yaringa Yacht Club into next summer. Any other issues may be raised. Stefan will briefly address the meeting on general matters. Peter White from ‘Happy Dog’ has
a proposal to present. All Yaringa Yachties are invited to
get involved whether or not you join in the racing series.
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JOY to the world - of Western Port
The Jedda is a 6.7-metre mastJOY (Jeddas of Yaringa) was
head sloop designed and built by
founded in July 2002 when seven
Yaringa’s master shipwright OsJedda owners from Yaringa Boat Harsie Whittley. Ossie built over 200
bour ‘got together informally’. There
Jeddas from 1968 to 1984. The
are now 11 yachts in the group.
yacht was designed with the chanThe purpose of JOY is to:
nels and shoal waters of Western
• Undertake sailing and social events
Port firmly in mind, but is also a
that cater for the interests of all memvery seaworthy displacement vesbers
sel capable of ocean voyages.
• Learn more about the Jedda as well
With bilge keels, either fixed or
as sailing Western Port, from our paswing, they are strong and stable
tron, Ossie Whittley, the designer and
boats with excellent sea-keeping
creator of the Jedda.
qualities in heavy seas. Western• Share our own experiences and
port is ‘home’ of the Jeddas and
knowledge, which will help us to betin very blustery conditions a
ter enjoy sailing.
Jedda can often be seen heading
out from Yaringa when other yachts of similar size Prospective Jedda owners, as well as Jedda admirers are
are heading back to the safety of the marina.
also most welcome.

Enquiries welcome to Jeddas of Yaringa convenor Mac Craig ph 9755 2512 or 0400359896
Email: maccraig@tpg.com.au or visit our website at www.yaringa.com.au/joy/
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Tips from the world of JOY:
Reducing sail when you
have a furling headsail...
Most JOY Jedda sailors have roller reefing and
furling headsails and mainsails, and the question of which sail to reduce first in strengthening winds usually results in the headsail being
reefed. There is no doubt that this is the easier
sail to reef, but is it the better sail to reef first?
When reefed, and particularly when heavily
reefed, the headsail luff can present quite a
thick edge to the wind and the sail becomes less
efficient. For this reason most racing sailors
choose hanked-on headsails and go to the trouble of changing sails in increasing winds. Alternatively, if the mainsail is reefed first the
leading edge of the mainsail does not change
except for a very small section at the foot of the
sail. It would appear to be more sensible then
to reef the mainsail first.
When reefing the mainsail remember that the
force produced by the wind on the sail will diminish by the square of the area of sail reduced.
To put this into practical terms, if the area of
the mainsail is reduced to three-quarters, the
force of the wind on the sail will be reduced to
a little over half. If the increase in wind
strength is not great, it may be necessary to
take only two or three turns of the boom to reduce sufficient sail for the changed wind conditions. If only reefing the main was a easier!

Anyone who receives the monthly JOY newsletter via email (also
accessible from the JOY website) knows what a fantastic read it is.
Here are a few pearls of wisdom extracted from some recent issues...

Esso operations at Long Island Point, Westernport
How many times have you sailed past the Esso facility near Hastings and
wondered exactly what goes on there? Thanks to a helpful Esso employee, all can now be revealed.
Oil and gas from the production fields in Bass Strait are piped ashore to
Esso’s Longford facility, then piped to Long Island Point in Westernport.
Since 1970 over 556,000 million litres of oil and 5 trillion cubic feet of
gas have been processed at Long Island Point. Raw LPG is ‘fractionated’
into the three gasses ethane, propane and butane. The last two are purified then liquefied by pressure and distributed by ship, pipeline and truck
to Esso’s clients. Ethane, which is distributed to customers by pipeline,
is used in the manufacture of detergents and plastics. Propane is the gas
in bottled gas used in homes powered by bottled gas, at barbecues and in
industrial applications, and butane mixed with propane is the so-called
“LPG” used to power motor cars.
The two gas flare stacks, which are approved by the EPA, work like pilot
lights, and burn constantly to ignite any stray gases which may accumulate if interruptions occur in the processing of LPG.
Esso also receives raw oil from Longford. Water contamination is removed, and then the oil is either sent by pipeline to refineries at Geelong
and Altona or by ship to other destinations.
An extensive network 1350 km of pipelines carry the oil and gas from the
Bass Strait fields first to Longford then to Long Island Point, then on to
refineries and other Esso customers.
Next time you sail past the Esso plant give a cheery wave to the many
staff there who are literally powering Victoria’s industry and road transport, including your car and mine.
This information was extracted from a brochure provided by Pam Johnson of Esso Australia

Towing ('Picking Up') a Disabled Boat
During a recent sail and when the sea was calm and the wind gentle, Blair on Irish Jack used Sadarar with Howard on board
to exercise one of Blair's recently acquired coxswain's skills by lashing the two
Jeddas together as if one (Sadarar) had lost power. Irish Jack was lashed to Sadarar,
slightly behind as shown in the diagram below. Using Irish Jack's motor and rudder
alone the two boats moved steadily through the water with full steerage achieved
from Irish Jack's rudder. Sadarar's rudder was not held,
BOW CLEATS OR
BOLLARDS
but followed Irish Jack's rudder. Turns to the port were
easier than to starboard the same as a motorcycle and
sidecar would perform.

DISABLED
VESSEL

POWERED
VESSEL

This method of 'towing' a disabled vessel is preferred
when the conditions are light and where full control of
the disabled vessel is desirable. After lashing the two
boats at the bows, the sterns were similarly lashed. Then
a third line was taken from the towed vessel's bow around, but not fastened, to a point on the
towing vessel, then back to a cleat on the stern of the towed vessel.
An alternative for the third line is to lash each boat's bow to the other boat's stern, while keeping
the bow-to-bow and stern-to-stern lashings in place.

STERN CLEATS

The number, size and placement of the fenders is important if the two skippers are to remain on
good terms after returning to the marina!
This method works well even if the towed vessel is much larger than the towing vessel. If the towed vessel is much larger
than the towing vessel, this method should be restricted to calm waters; otherwise the motion of the towed vessel may cause
the towing vessel to be swamped.
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ALICE IN INFO-LAND
Yaringa’s Information
Centre was transformed
by the appointment of
Alice Stanton as Yaringa’s
Marketing & Information
Officer.
Alice brings
strong links to Mornington Peninsula Tourism to
Yaringa Boat Harbour

Apart from visiting Yacht Clubs,
Boat Retailers and most tourist
destinations on the Peninsula,
Alice has tirelessly provided information about Yaringa at a
range of events including Cerberus Open Day, Tyabb Air
Show, Hastings Bay Festival,
Red Hill Show, National Boat
Races, the Corvette Convention
and boating, wine & food events.

VOLUNTEERS: Thanks to those
who helped last summer
(especially Mac). Yaringa Rescue
limited base station radios will be
operational from the Info Centre
for summers of 2004/5.
If you can help out ring Alice.

Volunteers needed
over the Summer
YARINGA INFORMATION CENTRE

ph 5977 4177

If you enjoy meeting people &
would like to be on the Info
Centre roster contact Alice on

5977 4177 or 5977 4154

YARINGA ON DISPLAY: Alice has a professional mobile display which she readily carries and sets up at important events.
Alice promotes and provides information and advice on all aspects of Yaringa Boat Harbour & Boat Services, Yaringa Restaurant, Chandlery, Boat Sales and Boat Hire, as well as for all members of the Westernport Tourism Group, the Mornington Peninsula Tourism Centre and many other participating tourist destinations.
Assisted by Yaringa Staffer Huck and his mate Rob, Alice took her display to this year’s Hastings Bay Festival, participating in
the popular Hastings Day Parade with the Yaringa Hire Boat Display on show to locals and visitors from all over the Peninsula.
Below: Huck tows Yaringa hire boats on a two tier trailer refurbished at Kojak’s Boatshed in the 2004 Hastings Day Parade.
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What’s In a Name?
Allan Coxson & Elizabeth Stevenson-Ryan

Allow us to introduce you to the ‘new kid on the block’
with the funny name ‘Chanson de Lecq’ – the Contessa
32 from St Helier berthed on the south side, occasionally
flying an English ensign.

The Contessa 32

The Contessa 32 was designed by David Sadler and Jeremy Rogers in the United Kingdom in 1970 and built by
Jeremy Rogers. In 1972 the design won ‘Boat of the
Year’ at the London International Boat Show. The Contessa quickly established a reputation as a fast and capable racer/cruiser with some notable passages including
several circumnavigations to their credit.
In the disastrous 1979 Fastnet Race, in which some 16
sailors lost their lives and about 50 yachts were lost, all
the Contessas that were entered finished the race and one
(Assent) won its division. The official enquiry after the
race cited the Contessa 32 as the ‘yardstick’ against
which all other ½ ton and Junior Offshore Group (JOG)
yachts in the Fastnet race were compared for stability
and sea keeping qualities.
Even today the Contessa 32 is often cited in boat reviews
as the benchmark against which the design under review
is compared. Production ran to several hundred models
over the years until the mid 80’s when Jeremy Rogers,
along with other notable builders, closed down. Following numerous requests from satisfied Contessa owners
for refurbishment of
their boats or a new
one, Jeremy Rogers
located the moulds and
went back into production in 1991 with no
major modifications to
the original design –
which says ‘that they
got it right in the first
place’. There is a keen
&active Class Association in the UK with
an Australian Division
of one member.
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The murders lay undetected for quite a few days as Jersey
had experienced a huge storm in the same week (the ‘Great
Storm’ that devastated most of Southern England as well),
and people were distracted by this. When no contact was
made by the couple to friends, milkman etc the police
searched their house and discovered that a massive cleanup operation had taken place. A huge investigation followed, the couples two sons were interrogated, but they
found no clues as to who had done it. Eventually evidence
was gathered and the sons were arrested - Roderick being
arrested on his return from the Falklands. The boys confessed and led the police to where the bodies were buried in
the woods near Greve de Lecq. This was about 4 years
later. They had murdered them with rice flails and similar
tools - perhaps for money - but it was assumed that they
wanted their inheritance early. The boys went to prison.
Whilst all this was going on back home in Jersey,
Roderick was sailing to New Zealand and the Falkland
Islands via South America and the Panama Canal in
Chanson de Lecq, but kept under surveillance by various authorities. The boat was then transferred by
Mark the other son (the brainy one) as Executor
to Josephine Hunter a marine biologist in the Falkland
Islands in December 1991.
(Many thanks to Ms Debbie Podger, Manager, Marine Registrations Jersey for the above bit of her history)

Chanson de Lecq then cruised the Falklands, Antarctic
Peninsula; South Georgia; South Shetlands etc (see the
British Antarctic Survey database of yachts registered as
visiting Antarctica) for a couple of years.

She then sailed from
South Georgia to Cape
Town where she underwent an extensive
refit. She was then
sailed from Cape
Town to Fremantle
through the Southern
Ocean. She was rolled
and dismasted near
Amsterdam Island and
limped into Fremantle
in 1996 under jury rig
and underwent a further refit including the
strengthening of the
Chanson de Lecq
hull with mylar and
Chanson de Lecq was
kevlar. (See Yachting Monthly articles May & December
launched in 1979 and was originally based in Jersey, 1995 on Jo Hunter & Chanson de Lecq)
Channel Islands (hence the St Helier registration). The
name comes from Jersey patois – ‘Lecq’ meaning a peb- She then changed hands a couple of times in Fremantle
bly beach and ‘Chanson de Lecq’ is the sound of the eventually being sailed by a Ships Captain from Fremantle
on a round Australia voyage arriving in Sandringham in
waves washing over the pebbles.
early 2003. His partner fell in love with an S&S 40 so she
The boat was first registered in July 1979 to Nicholas was put up for sale. Allan & Elizabeth found her, Elizabeth
Newall from Grave de Lecq in Jersey. He owned it until bought her and we brought her round to Yaringa where she
is currently undergoing further refurbishment.
he and his wife were murdered in October 1987.
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YARINGA CRUISING NEWS

Bancroft Bay reaches the land of eternal Spring.
When Andrew and Nicky with young daughter Emily departed Yaringa proudly flying the Yaringa
pennant, they promised to send back a post-card upon reaching New Caledonia. Sailing their Savage
42 ‘Bancroft Bay’ they teamed up with another Yaringa yacht ‘Ghost Dog’ an Adams 36 skippered by
Marcel Van De Zee for part of their timeless cruising of the Pacific.

Yacht Racing, Brain Cells, Buffalos & Booze—a message from your editor.
A line of racing yachts extends out over a considerable distance according to
each vessel’s speed capability and the skills of skipper and crew. This contrasts
with a herd of buffalo, which can only move as fast as the
slowest animal in the herd. When the herd is hunted, it is the
slowest and weakest ones at the back that are killed first.
This natural selection is good for the herd as a whole because
the general speed & health of the group keeps improving by
regular killing of the weakest members.
Like the herd of buffalo, rather than the fleet of yachts, the
human brain can only operate as fast as the slowest brain
cells. As we know, excessive intake of alcohol kills off brain
cells. Naturally it attacks the slowest and weakest brain cells
first. In this way the regular consumption of good beer or
fine wine eliminates the weaker brain cells making the brain
a faster and more efficient machine.
Now you might like to draw your own conclusions from all this. But I can only
suggest that a few drinks makes you a smarter yachty and, by the way, don’t fall
too far back in the next race! Ed.
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YARINGA CRUISING NEWS

Chartering in the Ionian Sea: Extracts from a report by Robyn & John Cocks who keep
their trailer-sailer ‘Allegiance’ in dry storage at Yaringa.
We chartered with friends, a 40’Barvaria at Corfu to sail to Cephalonia taking in many Greek Isles and enjoying
the west coast of Greece. First night at Agni a little bay about 10 miles from the Corfu marina we had wonderful
stuffed squid accompanied by a Greek red, the first of many delicious meals at Tavernas throughout the two week
cruise. Next day off to Sivota and Mourtos on the mainland- a very safe anchorage and great fish dinner! A couple
of days at Paxos, a delightful island best known for its olives and circumnavigating nearby Antipaxos, then to Paga
on the mainland, with its amazing Venetian fortress, where we
endured a vicious storm but managed to hold anchor.
Next to the islands of Levkas, about 30 miles away with its two
Venetion fortresses protecting its northern border; Skorpios for
lunch where Jackie Onassis used to stay. Then to Meganisi
where we found a safe bay on our own (anchor out - lines
ashore) enjoying splendid views across the islands from the
heights of the town of Sparkikori and explored the caves on the
island’s west coast where submarines used to hide during World
War 2. Then to Kioni and Frikes on Ithaka, the home of Odysseus and to Fiskardo, Assos on the west coast of Cephalonia.
The area is very picturesque and we enjoyed a brisk sail with
two reefs from the island of Atoka to Sivota which is a fully enclosed bay at the south of the island of Levkas with numerous
delightful tavernas. Our final swims and sunbaking on the islands of Kastos and Kalamos brought our wonderful cruise to a
close. The weather had been very kind with predominantly
northerlies for leisurely sailing. Sun lovers had a feast while we
all swam in the pleasant Mediterranean waters several times
each day.
Most nights we found good anchorage using the dinghy to ferry
us to tavernas while for daytime village stops it was usually
stern or bows-to and only a very occasional lazy-line. It was a
wonderful 2 weeks enjoying present and past cultures of Greece
with a visit to Athens staying below the Parthenon to cap it off.
Meanwhile ‘Allegiance’ sits expectantly on her trailer!

Having the Nerve. Multihull ‘Raw Nerve’ from Mornington is too wide for our slipway
when Mal Hart brings her to Yaringa for maintenance. So she’s
craned directly on to the hard. Standing the mast, the longest of
any yacht seen at
Yaringa is breath
Mast lift
Crane & mast
dwarf Yaringa
taking to watch.
derrick
Launching

Job Done!
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New Developments at
Kentfield Marine
Kentfield Marine, builders of the Sunbird Motor Sailer, has announced two new developments in their manufacturing programs.
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MESSAGES FROM YOUR CONTRACTORS:
FROM ROB AT SUPREME MARINE: I’m still trying to keep ahead with all
the outboards and stern drives needing attention at Yaringa and
manage marina operations 3 days a week as well. I’m hoping to find
an outstanding marine mechanic to take over Supreme Marine so I
can go full-time into marina management this summer. Meanwhile
adequate notice please Rob
Ph 5977 3066 or 0418 627 337

From Mermaid Marine Sewing: I’m still busy sewing 7 days a
week but for those of you concerned that I don’t have a life I
The first of these developments is the successful eight NOW HAVE ONE -cleaning the Harbour toilets every morning!
metre Sunbird Motor Sailer, which is a comfortable and Please ring me on 5977 3399 for all marine sewing
Tarj
easily handled cruising motor sailer that can be trailed to
new grounds. It is now available in stage construction From Superior Spars and Rigging: We are back into full
swing with masts & rigging so call us well in advance
for final completion by the owners.
with your orders 5977 3991
Linda & Duncan
This model offers adequate headroom throughout the
wheelhouse and forward cabin, and in addition to the
dinette and gallery in the wheelhouse, has a separate
shower and toilet. In its completed form the boat is dieOver 30 years experience as a Professional
sel powered and options include roller reefing for the
Sail-maker now moving premises from
Highett to Mornington or Yaringa marina
sails, a second helm position in the wheelhouse, a hot
water system and dual batteries controlled by an autoAddress: 29 Killingholme Drive,
matic management system.
Mornington 3931

SUNBIRD MOTOR SAILER 8

Phone: 5976 1211

In the basic first stage of completion, the boat has a hull
deck, cockpit, cabin and wheelhouse mouldings bonded
and bolted together, with the windows, lead ballast,
swing keel, rudder, toe rails and some bulkheads installed, in order to ensure that the integrity of the original design is maintained.

SUNBIRD MOTOR CRUISER 8
Also announced is the launching later this year of an
eight metre motor cruiser, which is also trailable, with
the accommodation broadly based on the cabin and
wheelhouse of the motor sailer, with either a hard, or
soft top configuration and based on a semi planing hull.
This style of hull has been chosen in order to provide
comfortable cruising at speeds of 15 -18 knots, particularly under adverse weather conditions.

For further details on either of these two
boats, contact Kentfield Marine at Yaringa
Boat Harbour on Westernport or call (03)
5977 4522, or fax (03) 5977 4533

0412 938 869
BOAT

SURVEYS
Contact

BRUCE
DART
Marine Surveyor

0407 331 544
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BEHIND THE SCENES AT YARINGA
These two Yaringa gentlemen have many things in common yet they only recently met.
They are both experienced boaties, keen fishermen, qualified engineers & long standing Yaringa members. Both take time out
from their hobbies their work and their families to help make Yaringa a better place for you to keep your boat. Neither seeks recognition nor remuneration. They just love helping out at Yaringa.

Kris Aitchison, a marine engineer, of Tyabb used to fish the top end of Yaringa with his Dad a professional fisherman. When his own young kids said they
wanted to go fishing Kris bought a trawler in Apollo Bay and brought it to Yaringa to renovate and berth. Since then he has been quietly working behind the
scenes at Yaringa supplying equipment and materials along with generous
hunks of his own time and lending his skills in design, manufacturing and repairing cradles, shed building, fittings for the restaurant & many other Harbour
projects. Kris doesn’t get all that much time aboard his trawler ‘Passing Wind’
and will have even less when he starts putting the new large shed together for us
at No 4!!!

Brian Elliot has been instrumental
in overseeing the making of Lumeah
Road, sealing the car parks, carrying
out channel maintenance, excavating
and removal of spoil for new berths,
reinstating the roads and constructing the retainer wall for the new
’Biergarten’. Watch out for Brian in
his new super power boat which is
nearing completion. Not that he’ll
Kris Aitchison
have much leisure time to use it with
the new water supply to install , the
terracing to complete and the dredging to supervise!!!

Our sincere thanks to these two big-hearted gentlemen from Yaringa Management & Staff on
behalf of all the Yaringa members who benefit
from their tireless efforts.

Brian Elliott

RISING WATERS
A rare combination of low air pressure, strong South-easterly winds and a king tide brought a bit of excitement to Yaringa, Warneet and Hastings in late June 2004. A few days later it was Port Phillip’s turn when the Martha Cove site works and Safety beach
residents copped the impact of strong winds, heavy rainfall and a high tide.

These shots at Yaringa were taken a couple of
hours before strong wind gusts and high water
levels peaked with vigilant staff ensuring that
there was no damage to boats.
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Plastic Surgery

(For your boat)

By Chris Holloway of GHD Studios
Once upon a time, in a marina not so far away, a boat called Ursumonika was born. It started its life as a strip
planked plug that was covered with fibreglass to form the hull. The deck was formed using timber framing, styrene core and epoxy laminated fibreglass. The interior, although spacious, was Spartan to say the least.
The boat was first launched about 1970 and arrived at the Royal Brighton Yacht Club with Mr. J. Herlien (dec.)
in 1971 who sailed her with quite some success. Later he became so respected in the club that a trophy for the
“Yachtsman of the year” was named after him that persists to this day. In 1994 the boat was sold to Mr. Rod
Stokes, who sailed it at Brighton until 2001 when it was brought to Yaringa and in 2003 Ursumonika was put on
the market once more.
Ursumonika has a sleek hull shape but the cabin top was chronically dated and only marginally functional. The interior was in dire
need of a strip and refit, but more concerning, the strip planking
that was used for the original plug had been left in and begun to rot
giving the boat not only a foul odour but the appearance of being on
the verge of derelict. As the planking was not structural, this was
not the case, but it was definitely a job for professionals only. She
had her detractors, many had said the best fix was a dignified burial
at sea and many more described her as the ugliest boat afloat.
A challenge stared at us. Could we give her a new life? Could we
give her a new image? And could it be done within a reasonable
budget? This was a challenge too good to be ignored; it excited our
staff. The possibility of taking this ugly duckling and turning it into
a beautiful swan, was just too inviting; so the challenge began.
The project has to start with an analysis of the situation and set broad plan of where the
project would end up. So what did we have? The hull was sound, although above the
waterline was rather uneven and would need fairing. The interior was Spartan and despite the size of the boat was badly laid out leaving it tight for even three people.
The engine was in excellent condition and runs exceptionally well although the prop
was badly matched and would need to be re-sized. The sail set was in very good condition although the mainsail had not been used or covered for a long time and had as much
green mould as it had white sailcloth. Finally the rig was in a sad state, the chain plates
were virtually unattached, the compression post had to be seen to be believed, and the
mast didn’t really look too flash at all.
So the games begin, now we know what we
have, the next issue is what can we do with it?
And how will we do it? The secret in a job like
this is to have a good idea of what you want to
end up with as a basic guide, to ensure that you
don’t get diverted and end up with some thing
very different from what you set out to create.
We do this by starting with some design requirements, then following that up with pencil
sketches of the layout and computer graphics to see that it will all fit in a logical way. Some of our design requirements were, sleeping accommodation for five, at least one permanent double berth with the other berths
convertible, a decent sized head, a comfortable saloon with plenty of head and shoulder room, a navigation station and a workable galley.
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These design requirements seemed a tall order for an 11m (36ft) boat which has no provision for using the space
under the cockpit for any accommodation at all.
It was decided the cabin top had to go and be replaced
with something that was a little more modern, as you
can see above, the computer artistry gives us an idea of
what it should look like. The layout depicted gives all
of the internal features we wanted and the dead space
under the cockpit seats can be used as sail and rope
lockers to keep the inside of the boat tidier.
Once we had made these decisions it was on to the work in earnest, the first step was to remove the mast, which
Duncan and Linda arranged while they had Keith Black on-site for another job. Stefan and the boys then slipped
her and dragged the trolley up to our shed where Keith lifted her onto a cradle.
This is the point where every vandalistic tendency can be indulged, the cabin top, a large portion of the deck and
the entire interior was ripped out. Next was all of the original planking so that what was left could have a couple
of fresh layers of fibreglass to tidy it all up and give us a good base from which to start building an interior. Just
like any good plastic surgeon it is all the things that go on
behind the scenes that make the work look smooth and seamless. Whilst the vandals were at work destroying things the
artistes were at work also. The new cabin top was being developed from pieces from several mouldings and our torture
board expert, Paul, was doing his magic on the hull. After the
trial fitting and adjusting to suit, the cabin top was installed
as a permanent fixture and once again Paul was on the torture
boards to fair in the joint. Now this Red Dragon was starting
to take on the shape of a beautiful debutante. The interior
now takes centre stage with the relining complete; the emphasis goes to the functionality of the layout and requirements for equipment so
that appropriate provision can be made at the right time. The plumbers layout
where all of their piping must go, the water tank is built into a floor cavity above
the keel and many discussions are had with Bob Clow about electrical gear and
how and where wiring provisions must go.
At the time of publishing the new compression post is in, the forward
berth is in and we are starting to install the bulkheads forward and aft of
the head. The weather is not being kind to us at the moment so progress
on the outside has now slowed, but the interior continues.
Stay tuned for the next instalment on the progress of our plastic surgery,
or pop in to GHD Studios, have a look for yourself and perhaps talk
about what we can do for your old boat. Or even discuss your dreamboat project and how we can help you make it come to life.

7/3 Lumeah Road Somerville, 3912
Ph 03 59774434
Fax 03 59774430
www.ghdstudios.com
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Sheryl in and out of marina office

Rob: Outboard mechanic supreme &
Yaringa Operations Manager

Dale: enthusiastic marina assistant
joining Operational Management team
Harbourmaster Neville
slips yet another boat

Owner Stefan takes time out in the city with Silke
Tarj the Mermaid and
cleaner extraordinaire

Dave supervising office

General Manager Frank
prepares magazine

Alice slips out of Info office Huck is off to do his next boat

Jonnie & his
wooden boat

Yaringa Yacht Club Exec 2004

Trailer Bob
Neville

Bob

John

Yaringa Fishing Club Exec 2004

Doug

Kris

Dave

Sheryl

Kojak who ‘does so much for
this Marina’ wonders whether
he’ll ever get paid!!!

Wayne back launching
boats in summer
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GHD Studios News
This last year seems to have flown by, it only feels like yesterday that I was preparing our first piece
for the Yaringa Magazine. The year for us has been filled with exciting changes, challenges and developments. Expanding from a two man, one shed operation when we moved here nearly two years
ago, to three sheds and the largest most diverse employer in the Marina.
Foremost in our news is the building of our showroom in factory 7 / 3
Lumeah rd. this allows us to showcase some of our current and past
work for new customers. The inner offices are being converted to our
administration and engineering centre, where we can develop customer’s ideas all the way from a concept through computer modelling
and engineering to the point where it can be handed on to our production staff.
Chris Holloway, our MD and Garry Hilyear our Production Manager, are joined
by Edwin van Opstal who arrived late in 2003. Edwin was headhunted from
Netherlands to lead our engineering and design team and to partner up with
Chris on the Wing In Ground Effect research he had been doing. Edwin holds a
masters degree in Aeronautical Engineering and has significant AutoCAD and
3D modelling skills as well as being one of the worlds leading authorities on
WIG boats. GHD Studios will also use his skills to further develop our product
design department and offer our customers a complete package for their projects, both Marine and otherwise.
The Marine side of the business has been quite busy during the year, with many jobs both big and
small to add to our growing number of happy customers, GHD Studios takes pride in standing behind all of the work that is undertaken by us. As a company that relies heavily on word of mouth for
our advertising we try to ensure that all of your needs and
expectations are met so that
you will tell all your friends
about your experience in dealing with us. Some of the most
memorable jobs during this
year would have to be the
painting of several boats, the
28 m² hard bimini top for
Vaimiti from Hastings, fairing
of Taurus and the commencement of Ursumonika’s complete renovation (perhaps
renovation is understated, see
our article titled “Plastic surgery for your boat”).
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In the production department Garry’s team
have done us all proud by lifting the standard of both Quality and productivity to a
point where GHD Studios is now the major
Australian supplier to Volgren Busses, the
only FRP supplier for Lakeside cooling towers, Polan’s Trucks and
Rovacentre and there are a couple of other exciting projects currently
in negotiation as this goes to print.
Aquatrek is the name we have
given to the pedal boats we are
about to release to the market.
The name comes from the fact
that as the boat is propeller
driven and gentle walking pace
on the pedals gives a walking
pace on water. The boats are designed with the commercial operator in mind, they are robust, stable, hardwearing and able to take
the worst punishment that is likely to be dished out. The floats will be rotational moulded plastic
with a fibreglass deck and aluminium drive train. The propeller is protected by a cowling that doubles as the boat’s rudder. While the whole drive pivots to ride up and over obstacles without damaging the mechanism. As there are no other manufacturers in Australia for peddle boats we are
looking for a bright future with Aquatrek.
Product design and development is one of GHD Studios’ specialities whether it is a simple item like
a boat hatch, or something as complex as developing a radical new concept. We can take your project ideas and bring them to reality. Obviously most of the readers here would consider Marine designs and Refits, which are very high on
our capabilities list, including our ability
to “one off” design and build, production
build or design and undertake major refits. Our 3D modelling capabilities mean
that our customers can see their project in cyberspace prior to any work
being commenced if they wish. It is also important to note that we have
been involved in the development of numerous other products, such as
Thomas the tank engine amusement ride, Aviation modifications for C172,
concept designs for an ultra light aircraft customer, the design and development of the “Bait Boat” including the software is being sold in Europe.
The design team is only limited by our customer’s imagination and pricing
is at very competitive rates.
Come in say hello and have a cuppa to discuss your project needs,
We are all more than willing to help.
7/3 Lumeah Road Somerville, 3912
Ph
03 59774434
Fax 03 59774430
Mobile 0414819723
www.ghdstudios.com
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Yaringa Boat Sales & Chandlery
•
•
•
•
•

New & Second-hand Boating Equipment
Fishing Tackle, Licences, Bait & Ice
Gift Ware, Local Art & Craft
Keel boats, trailer-sailers & cabin cruisers from 16' to 50' - on display at the Marina
Boat owners wishing to sell, are assured of helpful advice & friendly service

Call us 7 days a week on 5977 3004

• Computer Consulting & Systems Analysis;
• Technical Support – general help; troubleshooting;
• Virus/spyware removal;
• Website Design & Maintenance;

Computer Specialist

• Computer System, Network & Security Setups;
• Flyers, business cards, letterheads, etc.;
• Database & Software Application Development
• Image Editing – photo manipulation; scanning;

Phone Dave: 0411 344 146

Email: djsaly@email.com

DISCOVER YARINGA BOAT HARBOUR
YARINGA MARINA - A Hidden Treasure!
•

Over 400 boats & 12 marine service businesses nestle
peacefully among native trees, bird-life & mangroves
alongside Westernport’s Yaringa Marine National Park.

•

Visit the new Yaringa Tourist Information Centre

•

Browse the marine gift-shop and look at the new and
second-hand boats at Yaringa Chandlery & Boat Sales

•

Check out Yaringa’s dry boat storage with free launch,
retrieval & wash-down of your boat by Yaringa staff

•

Inspect the convenient walk on/walk off marina berths

YARINGA WATERFRONT RESTAURANT
*superb cuisine
*fine local wines
*spectacular views
*fully licensed
*open for lunch and dinner
*bookings essential
Restaurant Bookings 5977 3735

YARINGA BOAT HIRE
*Self drive hire boats for fishing or
sightseeing (no boat licence needed)
*Open 7 days a week - all year round
*Bait, tackle, ice, drinks available

Boat Hire Bookings 5977 4154

Yaringa Boat Harbour - 1 Lumeah Road Somerville Vic 3912
Melway Reference: 149 K7 Phone: (03) 5977 4154 Web: www.yaringa.com.au

